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Epic Solutions
An Implementation Service
Epic provides some of the most comprehensive and flexible applications in healthcare
today with a focus on continuity of patient care. Epic builds its award-winning products
from experience and best practices, and healthcare providers that select the Epic suite of
products expect an equally strong commitment to quality and innovation from their Epic
implementation partner. Santa Rosa Consulting exceeds the expectations of its clients by
supplying the industry’s top certified talent and an implementation management approach
that supports achievement of Meaningful Use criteria and maximizes each client’s return on
its Epic investment.
Santa Rosa provides project management, implementation, application integration, and
training for the following Epic products:
Registration &
Financial
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Epic Clinical
Information Systems

ADT/Prelude
Prelude
Cadence
HIM – all modules
Resolute Hospital Billing
Resolute Professional Billing
Identity EMPI
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•
•

EpicCare Ambulatory
ASAP Beaker
Beacon
Clinical Documentation
OpTime/Anesthesia
Procedure Orders
Radiant
Stork
Willow

Integration Reporting
& Technology

•
•
•
•
•

Bridges Interface
Development
Medical device and point of
care technology integration
with clinical information
systems and Epic’s EMR
System Administration
Cache’ DBA
Clarity Reporting

Implementation Services
Our expertise doesn’t stop at planning. Our Project Managers, Process Redesign Analysts,
Trainers and Implementation Specialists will ensure that the system you envision is the one
you deploy and that the results you require are actually achieved.
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Project Management & Leadership
Gap Analysis & System Assessment
Training & Curriculum Development
Staffing
Build & Analyze
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Activation Planning
Integration Testing
Report Development & Management
Application & Interface Implementation
System Integration
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Optimization Services
Santa Rosa can help you maximize the ROI of your Epic solutions and achieve your
strategic objectives by optimizing system and operational processes. Our approach
addresses regulatory and HIPAA readiness as well as overall project efficiencies. We can
help your organization make critical decisions about how to utilize your Epic applications
to improve the delivery of care. Our Epic consultants have expertise in the Epic
applications and bring solid, real world experience to you.

What Our Epic Clients Are Saying
“Santa Rosa Consulting has provided us with many resources with a wide range of skills on
short notice. We don’t think we could have done any better in finding a consulting partner.”
Freda Igleheart
Manager, IS
Owensboro Medical Health System
“Santa Rosa has been easy to work with, very responsive to our needs and provided us
with quality resources on a timely basis. We’re very satisfied.”
Myrna Forrester
Director of CIS
Kadlec Regional Medical Center
We welcome you to call Santa Rosa today at 866-944-4772 to learn more about how we
can help your organization.
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